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iUniverse, United States, 2006. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Dr. Jeffery Diamond, a recently widowed physician,
practices medicine in a small east Texas town. Due for a long vacation, Diamond plans a two-week
trip to Mexico. But as he flies his private aircraft to several destinations in Mexico, he inadvertently
becomes involved with a major drug cartel that has targeted his aircraft as a potential vehicle for
transporting cocaine into the U.S. This fast-moving, suspenseful story combines information about
Mexican history and traditions with revelations of how a modern cartel operates. The dynamics of
Diamond s travel is made more mysterious by the vague and unsure rubbing together of two very
different cultures along the border between Mexico and the United States. The plot involving sex,
deception, and murder focuses on the protagonist s unwitting involvement with drug cartels in
Mexico and the United States, making the story realistic, the issues contemporary, and the theme
reflective of troubling headlines seen daily in major newspapers. Diamond narrowly escapes death
several times as he struggles to determine who is trying to kill him, and why. What is the danger...
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These sorts of pdf is the greatest publication readily available. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You can expect to like how the blogger
publish this book.
-- Pr of . Er ic K uva lis II--  Pr of . Er ic K uva lis II

This book is indeed gripping and interesting. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period. Its been written in an extremely easy way and is particularly
merely soon after i finished reading this book through which in fact changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Aisha  Lem ke-- Aisha  Lem ke
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